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This energy transformation may bo brought about by the
transient of energy readjuHtment, resulting from a change* of
• circuit conditions, producing again a change of circuit conditions
and thereby an energy readj untment by transient, etc,
For instance, if in an isolated high-potential trauHminniou line,
the ground is brought within ntriking dintanee of one of the line
conductors — aB by the puncture of an insulator. A spark din-
charge then occurs to the ground, and the arc following the
spark discharges the line by a transient oscillation, that is, I)rings
it down to ground potential (and the other two linen, in a three-
phase system, then correspondingly rise in voltage* to ground,
from the Y to the delta voltage), ah soon an the line in dis-
charged the arc ceases, that is, the spark gap to ground opens,
and the line then charges again, from the power supply of the
system, and its voltage to ground rises, until Huffitnont to jump
to ground again and start a second transient oscillation, and ho
on continual transient oscillations follow each other, as a "con-
tinual transient/1 or "arcing ground1' OHeUlogramn, Kijw. 59
and 60, show such a series of successive or "recurrent" oscilla-
tions, resulting from an arcing ground on one phase of an isolated
system consisting of 10 and 21.5 miles respectively of 22,000-volt
three-phase 40-cycle circuit. In this cases three transients occur
during each half wave of voltage. Oscillogram, Fig, 01, shows an
arcing ground oscillations on 32 miles of the name system* Hero
each transient oscillation persists up to the beginning of the next
transient of the same half wave of circuit voltage, and the recur-
rent oscillations thus tend to run into each other and approach
a continuous oscillation.
When successive transients run into each other, they naturally
synchronize, as the first oscillation of the second transient would
start at a maximum voltage point, that is, at an, oHdllation max-
imum of the preceding transient,,
Qscillograms OD16073 and 0015087, Figs* 62 and (13, show the
formation of a continuous oscillation by the overlapping of suc-
cessive recurrent oscillations, and finally oscillogramn col AGO I and
15034, Pigs. 64 and 05, show a continuous oscillation. In Bigs. 0$
and 63, the component recurrent oscillations are still noticeable by
a periodical rise and fall of the amplitude of the wave, while in
Figs. 64 and 65, the amplitude hm become constant Them)

